As heart failure prevalence continues to increase in the setting of a static donor supply, left ventricular assist device (LVAD) therapy for end-stage heart failure continues to grow. Anecdotal evidence suggests that malalignment of the LVAD inflow cannula may increase thrombosis risk, but this effect has not been explored mechanistically or quantified statistically. Our objective is to elucidate the impact of surgical angulation of the inflow cannula on thrombogenicity.
O
ver 5 million people experience heart failure in the United States alone, with ≈1 million new cases annually. 1 Medical-therapy refractory advanced heart failure (stage D heart failure) represents ≤10% of the heart failure population in the United States, 2 and its prevalence is rapidly increasing, which coupled with limited donor heart availability, makes left ventricular assist devices (LVADs) a leading treatment option. 3, 4 Recent advances in LVAD design have significantly improved 1-year survival rates, now approaching ≈90%, 2,5-9 but patients with LVAD remain at high risk for devastating complications, such as neurological events and thrombosis. [10] [11] [12] [13] Optimization of LVAD implantation technique to reduce thrombogenic potential (TP) and improve long-term outcomes remains an area of active research.
Specific surgical configuration has not been studied in depth, and its influence on biocompatibility of LVAD therapy remains poorly understood. 2 Thrombogenesis in patients with LVAD is at least, in part, attributable to nonphysiological blood flow characteristics: oscillating shear environments (extreme values of high and low shear), as well as high spatial gradients and high-frequency temporal fluctuations, which lead to platelet activation. 10, 11, 14 This adverse hemodynamic environment is exacerbated by malangulation of the LVAD inflow cannula. Anecdotal evidence suggests that surgical implantation of the inflow cannula at different angles with respect to the apical ventricular axis influences LVAD thrombosis. [15] [16] [17] However, the impact of biomechanical stresses resulting from nonphysiological flow on thrombogenicity has not been established, specifically in the frame of reference of circulating platelets.
Investigations of inflow cannula positioning are limited, [18] [19] [20] with the impact of the inflow cannula angle still unexplored. Previously published hemodynamic simulations have assumed steady-state flow conditions and historically focused on single Eulerian parameters, such as wall shear stress, which are more applicable to understanding endothelial cell response than bloodsuspended platelet activation, transport, and platelet aggregation. Blood flow in the left ventricle (LV) before entering the LVAD inflow cannula is inherently unstable, owing to residual native contractility, high Reynolds numbers, and a complex geometry, therefore, a fully unsteady simulation capturing intrinsic fluctuations of flow dynamics for many cardiac cycles is necessary to quantify complex LV hemodynamics and thrombogenic potential. Additionally, quantifying shear stress exposure and residence times (RTs) along the trajectories of circulating platelets, via a Lagrangian approach, is a novel method to understand platelet activation and thrombus initiation in patients with LVAD.
We hypothesize that deviations of LVAD inflow cannula alignment away from the apical LV axis induce unfavorable hemodynamics. The potential for sustained high shear, which promotes platelet activation, and stagnation and recirculation regions, which influence platelet-platelet signaling and agglomeration, is likely to vary, thus increasing risk of thrombosis. Shear stress history (SH) and RT computed along platelet trajectories inside the LV are evaluated with an emphasis on statistical outliers to rank the thrombogenicity of the flow induced by different inflow cannula angles.
This study focuses on rigorously quantifying LVAD TP by computing stress-time variables on particles flowing inside the LV for various LVAD inflow cannula configurations. The methodology developed in this work is general and uses a device-neutral strategy, laying the groundwork for incorporating inflow cannula alignment optimization into patient-specific computational simulation tools.
METHODS
The data, analytic methods, and study materials will be made available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing the results on request via e-mail to the corresponding author. Institutional review board approval was obtained using institutional guidelines, and all subjects gave informed consent. To evaluate the TP of inflow cannula angulation, blood flow in the LV is simulated within a patient-derived 3-dimensional model of the LV with an LVAD inflow cannula implanted via virtual surgery. [18] [19] [20] 
WHAT IS NEW?
• With the increasing prevalence of long-term VAD therapy for medical therapy refractory advanced heart failure, issues surrounding biocompatibility continue to emerge.
• Left ventricular assist device thrombogenicity is influenced by implantation configuration and patient management, making it imperative to elucidate the pathogenesis of complications to attain optimal outcomes. • This study uses a novel approach to holistically evaluate risk of thrombosis conferred by inflow cannula angulation.
WHAT ARE THE CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS?
• Blood exposed to unfavorable hemodynamic environments in the left ventricle is at risk of aggregation because of high shear and areas of stasis.
• This increases the risk of thrombosis and stroke for patients with malaligned inflow cannulae in a quantitative fashion.
• This study adds to the body of evidence for optimizing device implantation technique to reduce overall thrombogenicity and improve long-term biocompatibility of left ventricular assist device therapy.
Virtual Surgery
An anatomic LV model was obtained by image segmentation of computed tomographic images of a patient (70-kg man with nonischemic cardiomyopathy and LV end-diastolic diameter of 7 cm), after necessary permissions and consent. Using virtual surgery, a generic inflow cannula 15 mm in diameter and 25 mm in length with a rounded (chamfered) tip that is representative of those used in all currently commercially available devices was implanted in the LV apex to an insertion depth of 26 mm inside the LV. The inflow cannula angulation was modified in subsequent models to span 5 different angles with respect to the apical axis of the LV, ranging from +14°, +7°, 0°, −7°, and −14°, with 0° representing the LV apical axis, negative angles representing septal angulation, and positive angles representing anterolateral angulation ( Figure 1 ). Models with a greater degree of misalignment (>±14°) were also created but were not included owing to similar adverse hemodynamic performances as the ±14° configurations (see discussion below).
Computational Model
Blood was modeled as a homogeneous Newtonian fluid using Navier-Stokes equations to simulate intraventricular hemodynamics using high temporal and spatial resolution to capture chaotic flow and development of instabilities.
We simulated the motion of platelet-surrogate particles to obtain information about the platelet microenvironment. On achieving statistical periodicity, platelet-surrogate particles, 3 µm in diameter, were released every 1/10 s at the mitral valve (MV) inlet for 6 cardiac cycles. Over 100 000 particles are individually tracked for 10 cardiac cycles for each case, and particle trajectories were constructed as they traverse the LV. Platelets were modeled as inertialess tracers whose positions are updated at each time step assuming that they adopt the local fluid velocity surrounding it. To preserve the platelets within the computational domain, they were allowed to collide elastically with the walls via a collision model. The particle RT was calculated by tracking the time each particle remained in the vascular domain:
In Equation 1, i is an index for each particle, T i entrance represents the time the particle is injected into the domain, and T i exit represents the time the particle trajectory ends as a particle exits the domain or the simulation is terminated. Although many factors influence platelet activation, one of the most widely accepted theories is shear-induced platelet activation. [21] [22] [23] Lagrangian tracking allows for determination of accumulated shear stress on each platelet, as a function of time in the flow, to evaluate the level of shear-induced platelet activation associated with each LV size studied (Equation 2):
Where τ is the instantaneous shear stress magnitude at a time ′ t and X t′ ( ) is the platelet's location at that time. For more details about the numeric models, please refer to our previous work. 24 Global hemodynamic parameters (wall shear stress) and pressure differential between the LV walls and inflow cannula were measured and added to cell-based RT and SH in assessing the influence of different inflow cannula angles on hemodynamics and potential for thrombus formation.
Quantifying TP
TP of each LVAD inflow cannula angulation was quantitatively evaluated based on ensemble platelet SH and RT, [18] [19] [20] 25 adversely influencing thrombogenicity.
RESULTS

Blood Flow Patterns
Velocity contours and instantaneous blood flow patterns for the 0° and −14° cases at various times during LV filling are shown in Figure 2 . The flow in the −14° case presents lower velocity and a higher rotational component, so blood spirals slowly around the inflow cannula before exiting the ventricle. For the 0° case, blood takes a more direct route through the LV. In the instants preceding MV closure (point T onward), flow decelerates and becomes more chaotic, with recircu- 
Suspended Platelet Metrics
For each configuration studied, >100 000 platelet-surrogate particles were injected into the LV via the MV every 0.1 s for 6 cardiac cycles and tracked for 10 cardiac cycles. Platelet metrics are computed to characterize hemodynamics and quantify thrombotic potential of each inflow angulation.
As seen in Figure 3 , a large number of particles continue to recirculate beyond 5 s, and specific platelet accumulation areas begin to emerge. Platelets in the fringe configurations (−14° and +14°) circulate for longer times through the LV, compounding the contribution of stasis toward platelet activation. Platelets undergoing high shear through the MV remain trapped in the LV in a region of stasis for extended periods of time and serve as potential initiators of the coagulation cascade. Figure 4 shows representative trajectories for 30 randomly chosen platelets for each inflow angle configuration. The trajectories are different for each configuration: qualitatively, the −14°, +7°, and +14° configurations present more convoluted patterns, with the platelets following more circuitous paths from the MV as they disperse through the LV. These trajectories lead to platelets entering the myocardial wall regions more often and potentially becoming trapped in zones of stasis between the LV wall and inflow cannula, precipitating aggregation. The −7° and 0° configurations, on the contrary, demonstrate more streamlined trajectories from the MV to the inflow cannula, consistent with more uniform LV emptying. As a result, platelets are much less likely to become trapped in a recirculation zone in these configurations. From both Figures 3 and 4 , it is evident that intraventricular hemodynamics is a complex process and qualitative comparisons alone are insufficient in performing a detailed hemodynamic analysis. Figure 5 shows box plots of RT and SH distributions for all platelets injected. Overall, platelets circulated for longer times in the 2 most misaligned configurations (−14° and +14°). The lowest median RT (1.64 s) is found for the +7° configuration, whereas the longest RT (2.1 s) in the LV is for the −14° configuration, which represents the inflow cannula closest to the interventricular septum.
Median SH was the highest for particles in the +14° configuration (0.3 Pa.s), whereas it was the lowest for the −7°configuration (0.23 Pa.s). The 2 most misaligned configurations (−14° and +14°) demonstrated the highest SH platelets in this study (15.17 and 17.46 Pa.s, respectively), an increase of 73% over the configuration with the lowest maximum SH (10.1 Pa.s for the 0° configuration). All median and outlier platelet RT and SH data are shown in the Table.
Evaluation of TP
TP was evaluated for all configurations to evaluate their overall thrombogenic performance. 24 Overall, the configurations closest to the apical-mitral axis (0±7°) were the least thrombogenic, whereas the more misaligned orientations (−14° and +14°) were the most thrombogenic. The relationship of thrombogenicity and implantation angle is shown graphically in Figure 6 , indicating low thrombogenicity zones for the 0±7° configurations. The scores for the various configurations, based on their platelet trajectory statistics for RT and shear history, are shown in the Table.
DISCUSSION
Stroke and device thrombosis are some of the most devastating complications of mechanical circulatory support. 4, [26] [27] [28] It is clinically appreciated that proper inflow cannula alignment contributes to device performance [29] [30] [31] and multiple case studies have associated surgical angulation at extreme inflow cannula angles with risk of thrombosis.. 16, 17 However, up until this time, the underlying mechanisms have not been clearly identified. Interdependencies of LV flow, inflow cannula angulation, and LVAD-operating conditions complicate assessment of LVAD thrombogenicity, requiring novel tools for quantitative evaluation of outcomes. We use a holistic strategy to globally assess device compatibility, including Lagrangian analysis of platelet trajectories inside the LV to assess thrombogenicity throughout the LV.
The intraventricular hemodynamic patterns demonstrated in this study reveal several differences for the various inflow cannula angles investigated. Inflow cannula angles closer to the apical axis result in more linear blood flow from the MV to the inflow cannula. Even with a modest misalignment of 7°, significant changes are detectable. At 14°, this effect becomes markedly abnormal. The most misaligned configurations of ≥14° result in strikingly more convoluted platelet trajectories, with higher potential of becoming trapped inside the LV, in particular, the space between the LV wall and inflow cannula near the apex. Clustering of blood in this space is seen in snapshots of particle trajectories at different times (Figures 2 and 3) . Particles trapped in these recirculation/stagnation zones linger significantly longer and in the process, accumulate higher SH during their transit from MV to inflow cannula. This markedly increased TP remains at similar elevated levels for misalignments beyond 14° (not included in the study), clearly indicating a zone beyond 0±7° that subjects platelets to detrimental hemodynamic environments.
Outliers for both RT and SH (platelets that are subject to both high shear stress for at least a portion of their trajectory and long RTs) may be the critical link in thrombus initiation. Outlier behavior for RT showed that the +14° configuration resulted in the largest percentage of particles lingering in the LV for extended periods of time. Long RTs are one of the pathophysiologic mechanisms of flow-induced platelet aggregation.
21-23 SH statistics also showed major differences between configurations: particles in inflow cannula angles of >−14° and +14° are subjected to the highest maximum values of SH-an increase of ≈73%. Our data further demonstrate that those configurations with high maximum values of SH also present high percentage of outliers. Platelets continue to circulate within the LV for well over 10 s, after having been activated by high values of SH.
All the platelet-based metrics studied, including outlier RT and SH values and percentages, are incorporated into the TP. The −14° and +14° configurations have the highest TP score, indicating that these configurations present a higher risk of platelet activation and thrombus formation. An inflow angulation of 0±7° from the LV apical axis presented the lowest overall TP score (Figure 6 ), representing the configurations that subject platelets to the lowest combined values of RTs and accumulated shear: the ideal balance of avoiding excess shear that activates platelets, while simultaneously avoiding prolonged RTs and stasis.
It is important to note that the TP score denotes a near-exponential probability of thrombosis, as a measure of the disturbance to the homeostasis of the clotting cascade. The −14 and +14 cases are surgically relevant as measurable in the operating room. The TP values for these cases represent a high increase in the thrombogenic risk, compared with the other 3 cases studied, consistent with our previous results. 24, 32 The TP scores are computed from a statistically significant difference in platelet populations and analyzed for each cannula angulation. In many ventricular assist device patients, the LV enddiastolic diameter decreases with reverse remodeling, which may further contribute to malangulation during long-term support. Suboptimal inflow cannula angulation also negatively influences the ability to effectively unload the LV, 15 affecting ventricular hemodynamics and potentially exacerbating hemodynamic conditions inside the LV contributing to thrombosis or cerebrovascular accident. Improper inflow cannula positioning can predispose platelet clusters to enter the LVAD with high thrombogenic indices (state of activation and interplatelet aggregation signaling). Consequently, this further increases the risk of pump thrombosis and microthrombi formation into systemic and cerebral circulation. Thus, overall LVAD hemodynamics beyond the device itself exacerbate stroke risk and need to be included in the investigation of LVAD thrombosis. Future inflow cannula and sewing ring designs that allow for modification of insertion depth and 3-dimensional echo-guided adaptive angulation may mitigate some of these issues.
Limitations
The current study evaluates the influence of LVAD inflow cannula angulation on thrombogenicity, introducing novel cell-based metrics to estimate platelet activation; nevertheless, there are several limitations. The subaortic region is a potential area of stagnation as we assumed a closed aortic valve. The rationale for this is (1) the focus of our simulations is near the ventricular apex and inflow cannula angulation and (2) aortic valve opening dynamics and its influence on ventricular and aortic hemodynamics are out of the scope of the current article but will be analyzed in a separate study that further builds on our recent publication of the benefits of intermittent aortic valve opening. 24 The LV was considered rigid, simplifying flow dynamics. Analyses of ventricular wall motion confirm minimal changes in typical patients with ventricular assist device with severe systolic dysfunction and markedly impaired contractile reserve. The platelets were assumed to have purely elastic collisions with each other and the LV walls. Future models could incorporate interplatelet signaling and adhesion models to further reflect coagulation.
Conclusions
The use of Lagrangian metrics provides a novel characterization of flow patterns and mechanical stresses experienced by blood-suspended cells in the LV. By focusing on the hemodynamic environment experienced by platelets in the LV, notably their RT and accumulated shear stress, our study supports clinical evidence that inflow cannula malalignment is detrimental to the efficacy of LVAD therapy. Integrating these methodologies holistically, our study demonstrates that malangulation of the inflow cannula away from the LV apical axis leads to markedly unfavorable hemodynamics within the LV, impairs effective unloading, and thus significantly diminishes the overall benefit of device support. Moreover, this strongly impacts platelet activation and increases risk of thrombosis. Our study provides quantitative evidence linking the degree of inflow cannula angulation to risk of thrombosis-an angle of 0±7° from the LV apical axis is most biocompatible and significantly reduces thrombogenic flow patterns. As the failing LV reverse remodels in response to mechanical unloading, any angle >±7° brings the inflow cannula even closer to the LV wall, further compounding the risk of high RT and high shear stress. Whenever possible, surgeons should aim to align the inflow cannula along the true LV apical axis to minimize the risk of cerebrovascular accident and device thrombosis.
